Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. runner, race, rush, ran
   __________________,  ________________,  ________________,  ________________

2. own, oak, oar, owl
   __________________,  ________________,  ________________,  ________________

3. fly, follow, food, flute
   __________________,  ________________,  ________________,  ________________

4. east, enter, England, easy
   __________________,  ________________,  ________________,  ________________

5. sandal, send, seen, scare
   __________________,  ________________,  ________________,  ________________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. runner, race, rush, ran
   race, ran, runner, rush

2. own, oak, oar, owl
   oak, oar, owl, own

3. fly, follow, food, flute
   flute, fly, follow, food

4. east, enter, England, easy
   east, easy, England, enter

5. sandal, send, seen, scare
   sandal, scare, seen, send